PROTECTION
EVERYWHERE.
SIMPLIFIED.
We protect your customers’ online safety
and privacy, at home and on the go

ONE APP TO
PROTECT ALL
YOUR CUSTOMERS’
DEVICES

Consumers want to feel protected, wherever
they are and whatever device or network
they use. Simplifying their experience by
offering one single management app is key.
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SIMPLIFYING SECURITY FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS
With 200+ successful partnerships worldwide, F-Secure is the preferred partner to deliver security and privacy solutions to your
customers, their devices, and their homes. Best in class protection, a seamless user journey, and operational excellence are at the
core of our partnerships.

AWARD WINNING PRODUCTS
Our artificial intellicence (AI) powered
products have been consistently awarded
with the Best Protection award by AV-Test, a
leading independent organization, for the last
eight years.

SERVICES BEYOND TECHNOLOGY
We offer service providers expertise and
know-how throughout the entire customer
lifecycle, from project kick-off to beyond
the product launch, in order to ensure
commercial success.
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DEPLOYMENTS BUILT FOR OPERATORS
We offer turnkey solutions and optimized
deployment best practices to minimize
your resource engagement: Simplified
integrations, rapid deployments, and
customized go-to-market with your brand at
the forefront.

F-SECURE SENSE
Connected home security
SMART HOME PROTECTION
Protects your connected things
against online threats and hacking

VIRUS AND BOTNET PROTECTION
Keep your devices safe from viruses,
trojans, spyware and ransomware

BROWSING AND PRIVACY
PROTECTION
Explore the internet, and do
banking and shopping worryfree

FAMILY PROTECTION
Protects your entire family with
a single service. Set healthy
boundaries for your children

STOP UNWANTED TRACKING
Stop advertisers from tracking
you and stay anonymous online

PROTECTION WHEN ON THE GO
Protects your mobile devices
everywhere you go

DEVICE RECOGNITION
Easy management of devices in
your home network

HYPER SPEED
Minimizes security impact on
consumer broadband speeds
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F-SECURE TOTAL
Protection on the go

ONE PROTECTION FOR ALL
Complete security and privacy for PCs,
Macs, phones and tablets with a single
easy to use app

ENTIRE FAMILY PROTECTED
Protect your entire family with a single
Product. Set healthy boundaries for
your children

BROWSING AND BANKING
PROTECTION

WIFI SECURITY
Protect your security and privacy even
on unsecured public WiFi. All your
traffic is encrypted and impossible to
intercept

Browse the Internet, and do banking
and shopping worry-free, secure even
the online use of your apps

BEST PROTECTION
Keep your devices safe from viruses,
trojans, spyware, and ransomware
with award winning antivirus
protection. AV-Test Best Protection
Award winner 2018

IDENTITY PROTECTION
Store your passwords securely, and
receive alerts and guidance when
your personal information has been
leaked
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SERVICES BEYOND TECHNOLOGY
F-Secure provides consulting services throughout the customer lifecycle – because technology alone is not enough

CUSTOMER JOURNEY
The Customer Journey Audit is a fast-track approach to reviewing
Customer Journey flows and identifying user experience issues.
Our experienced professionals analyze suspect areas and offer
alternatives, providing a clear set of improvement recommendations
and potential outcomes.
LIFECYCLE MESSAGING
Our Lifecycle Messaging tool, based on Salesforce Marketing Cloud,
is managed by our own Marketing Automation professionals. It
is your outsourced solution to customer-specific onboarding and
lifecycle communication, employing both email and direct-toscreen PUSH messaging.
SERVICE MARKETING SUPPORT
Our Service Marketing support is based on a network of individual
marketing experts who can work closely with you through your
individual Marketing Mix topics. While dedicated to you, these
professionals can call upon the collective expertise of our entire
global marketing support organization. This is a unique resource
and hands-on support for your success from F-Secure.
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PREDICTIVE MODELLING
Our Predictive Modelling service makes use of data mining,
machine learning, and artificial intelligence techniques to
actively merge and analyze your customer data with our
backend data, highlighting customer behavioral trends in order
help you predict likely customer reaction to marketing efforts,
or conversely, indicate early behaviors that may suggest
dissatisfaction or a growing potential for customer churn.
CONSUMER INSIGHT
After several years of primary consumer research across the
globe, collecting tens of millions of data points, our market
insight capability is designed to guide both us and you in
understanding consumers’ security, privacy and technology
values and behaviors. This allows us to build business
actionable advice around, among other areas, optimizing the
balance of message, imagery, and tone of voice, to engage
your important customer segments.
CUSTOMER SATISFACTON (NPS)
Our Customer Advocacy team are Net Promoter Score (NPS)
specialists. They work with our own customers and those
of our partner CSPs to listen to and interpret the customers
actions and feedback. Our survey experts work to identify
customer concerns, isolate impediments, clarify needed fixes,
and measure again the subsequent improvement success.

DEPLOYMENTS BUILT
FOR OPERATORS
GLOBAL LEADER
We are the global leader In the Operator channel, with a track
record of over 500 successful IT deployments and go-tomarket implementations.
DESIGNED FOR OPERATORS
We adapt to your business needs and models, our delivery
processes, honed from nearly twenty years of experience,
are robust and proven, while maintaining the flexibility to
accommodate your specific business processes.
CUSTOMER FOCUS
Customer Journey and user experience are key building blocks
for all our planned IT Integrations, based on proven bestpractice to ensure a right-first-time model.
FAST TIME TO MARKET
Our experience in the multitude of potential complex
deliveries allows us to predict accurate lead times and spot
critical dependencies, allowing optimal time to market that
starts at just 3 months from decision to launch.

ABOUT F-SECURE
Nobody has better visibility into real-life cyber attacks than F-Secure.
We’re closing the gap between detection and response, utilizing the
unmatched threat intelligence of hundreds of our industry’s best
technical consultants, millions of devices running our award-winning
software, and ceaseless innovations in artificial intelligence. F-Secure
shields enterprises and consumers against everything from advanced
cyber attacks and data breaches to widespread ransomware infections.
F-Secures consumer solutions combine router security and endpoint
protection into one easy, intuitive experience for your customers.
The unique combination of award-winning products, our world-class
Consulting Services - supporting the entire customer lifecycle - and
our deployments built for operators, is what makes F-Secure an
excellent fit for the Service Provider channel.
f-secure.com/operators

